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Attractive features and success of grand unified theories 
at high energies do not exclude that the values of the low 
energy parameters are independent of the prediction of the 
GUT. It may well be that all observed symmetries aries as a 
result of infrared fixed points of the "low energy" theory 
rather than as a result of original "grand unified" symmetry'~/ 
If the renormalization group equations describing the evolu
tion of the various couplings in the theory possess stable 
infrared fixed points, then the couplings will tend towards 
these points irrespective of their initial values. Their re
sulting values will then be determined by the low energy gauge 
group. 

In a recent paper by Pendleton and Ross121 this possibili-
ty was examined in a standard SUc(3) x SUL(2) x U(1) model 
with six quarks. Their investigation was continued in paper 13! 
The model has on~ Higgs doublet and the quark masses are gi
ven, via spontaneous symmetry breaking, through the Yukawa 
couplings: mq"' ·~· v , where g· is the Yukawa coupling and 
v .<rf..">- is the v;~ennm <>vn<>I"'~At-inn .. .,,.,., nf' t-h<> l'l;_gg"' f';o1.t 

The renormalization group equations written to one loop are: 
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the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing-matrix elements. Equations for 
g and g' couplings and the vacuum expectation value v are 

not significant for the present analysis. 
Now our task is to find the IR fixed points of eqs. (1-4). 

Let us omit for the time being g and g' terms. It can be do
ne because they are much smaller than gQ00 in the region of 
interest and what is important, the evolution equations for 
all three gauge couplings are independent to one-loop order. 
Then from eq. (3) it can be easily seen that there are no IR 
fixed points for gL as far as the r.h.s. is positive. The 
lepton couplings vanish in the IR region irrespective of the 
behaviour of quark couplings. Hence, they can be dropped 
from eqs. (1-2). 

For the investigation of the remaining equations it is 
useful to introduce the following variables 

g~ 
ll•·-r:, 

g2 g2 
d •. -!-, c ... ....!..-., 

g2 g2 
s ... ..:.L--, t •. ..!1.....,, b 

g: 
2 2 2 2 ---:.. 

g QCD gQCD gQCD gQCD gQCD 
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gQCD 

Then, combining eqs. (1-2) with eq. (4) we have 
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To find the fixed 

(5) 

where the dot means 7g~CD fr• 
points, we have to equal thegr~R?s. to zero. This gives us se
ven types of fixed points (as far as all quarks are on.equal 
footing, we do not consider permutations): 

I. u .. d •. c.s ... t=b-0. 

II. u-d·C•S=b-0; t-2/9. 

j( 

~ 

y 

III. u .. d.c.s •. o; t,b,k o. 
IV. U•·d•·8•·0; c,t,b~O. 

v. u.d .. o; c,s,t,b.,l.o. 

The numerical values de
pend on the mixing-matrix 
parameters. 

VI. U= 0; d, C, 8, t, b" 0. 

VII. u.d.c • .s-t •. b • ..!,. 
18 

In paper8 12•31 the II fixed point was chosen. The authors 
argued this choice by the smallness of other couplings which 
can be dropped from the equations. However, we will show that 
it is not possible because the equations for different coup
lings are not independent. In fact, the II fixed point is 
not IR stable and is a saddle-point as will be shown below. 

In order to establish whether the fixed point is UR stable 
or not, we use the standard method. Despite the nonlinearity 
of eqs. (5) they can be reduced to a linear form in a vicinity 
of the fixed point. We introduce the infinitesimal deviations 
from a fixed point u = ii'+8u , d=d'+8d , c=c+Bc , s-s+8s , 
t=·t: .. Bt , b •. ili.8b , where ii;etc., denote a fixed point of some 
type. Then we arrive at a linear homogeneous system of equa
tions for small deviations from the fixed point: 

Bit•-Atj(x)8Xj, (6) 

where 8x 1 means 8u, etc., and matrix A depends on a given type 
of a fixed po1nt. 

The IR stability criterium now is the negative definiteness 
of the solutions to the characteristic equation 

Det(A-AE).O, 

where E is a unit matrix. 
IR stability: A 1< 0. 

If we apply this criterium to different types of fixed 
points listed above, we find 

I. A 1 > 0, i • I , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 • 

II. A1 <0; A1 > 0, i = 2,3,4,5,6. 

III. AJ< 0, J =1,2; A1 > 0, i =3,4,5,6. 
IV. A J < 0 , j = I , 2 , 3 ; A1 > 0 , i =4 , 5 , 6 • 

V. A J < 0, J =I , 2, 3, 4; A i > 0, i =5, 6. 

VI. Aj <0, 

'VII. AJ < 0, 

j =I , 2, 3, 4, 5; A6 > 0. 

j =I ,2,3,4,5,6. 
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This means that the type I fixed point is totally IR unstable, 
while the type VII one is totally IR stable. All the other 
fixed-points are stable only in some sectors in a six-dimen
sional phase space and are unstable elsewhere. For instance, 
the PR fixed point, type II in our notation,is IR stable only 
if all the couplings but t are exactly zero, that is not the 
case. Also unstable is the III fixed point exploited in 
paper/3/ for the prediction of the quark masses of the pos
sible fourth generation. Both these fixed points are saddle
points. 

We illustrate the situation by a simple example of two 
couplings. It is a projection of a six-dimensional phase spa
ce on a plane of two variables. In this case we have 

• 9 
t .. - t[-t+ 3b-1]. 

2 
• 9 (7) 
b .. -,b[-b+3t-1]. 

2 
where we ignore mixing. The IR stable point is t= b,., _lL and the 

15 
t =2/9. The solutions saddle-points are t =0, b =~'and b =0, 

of eqs. (7) are shown in the phase diagram. The arrows show 
1 11 2 

the decrease CYf e = -,In_,, 
2 11:& 

Hence, the only IR stable fixed point is the totally sym-
metric one u-d =C= s =t = b -1/18 · irrespective of the 
LUJ.AJ.u~-uldLL .i.x lJi:ILi:llll~L~I:-::;. :Uuring t:ne evo1ut:ion rrom the scale 
of Mx the solution of eqs. (5) will be attracted by various 
saddle-points but eventually will be driven to the stable one. 

t U I I I 

lll I I /;·b 
' l. 

15 
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However, it will be reached only in the IR limit where eqs. 
(1-4), strictly speaking, are not valid due to confinement 
phenomena at I GeV. So we can investigate the approach of 
quark couplings to a fixed point. Due to unequal initial condi
tions the couplings will sweep to it with different rate. If 
at the scale of Mx u,d, c,s, b«t and t is of an order 
of the stable point, then at the scale of Mw t will be 
close to the IR stable point and the other couplings can be 
still much smaller. Thus, we can predict only the value of t 
which is of the order of I/18.This means that 

g2--Lg2 (8) 
t 18 QCD 

and the top quark mass can be predicted once g and v are 
known. QCD 

With g~CD (4Mi,)= 4rr/7 and V=l75 GeV it gives 

rot ::: 55 GeV. (9) 

If we include the effects of g and g', the situation beco
mes more complicated since gQCD•g and g' evolve differently. 
We obtain some kind of the effective fixed point 

1 1 g2 47 g, 2 
Uz·C•t •-:+-:-:+-:---: 

18 8 g 2 216 g 2 • 
QCD QCD 

(10) 

1 1 g2 25 , 2 d=s--b .. --,+-,-- _, __ ,.JL.:._., 
18 8 g~n~ 216 e:L_ 

Thus, at the scale of Mw g t ;'iii tend to 
2 - .l.[ 2 9 2 .4Z , 2 

gt,eff -18 gQCD+ 4"g + 12 g ]. 
This corresponds to the top quark mass 

(I I) 

m t ::, 70 GeV, 

where we have assumed that g' =- __!!_ 
128 

(12) 

and sin 2 e w ;:; 0' 23 

at Mw. 
The same analysis can be applied to the Higgs coupling A. 

The renormalization group equation to one loop order is 

2 dA 2 2 4 2 ,a 
16rr --,=4A + 4AI.gn-12I.~n-3A(3g +g J+ dr n n (13) 

+ :(2g4+(g2+g'2f]. 

Again, if we ignore g and g', A has a set of fixed points 
corresponding to the choice of the soluiton of eqs. (5). If we 
choose the VII type of the solution for quark couplings, we 
have the IR stable fixed point 
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2 
A :, 0,0367 g QCD (14) 

This gives the Higgs mass 

2 1/2 
ffiH•(a.\) v =37 GeV. ( 15) 

Including the effects of g and g' moves the effective fixed 
point to 

A err 
2 

::, 0,0720 gQCD (16) 

leading to 
mH ::r, 51 GeV. (17) 

The problem which makes our predictions (12), (17) not so 
well defined is how far are the couplings from their IR values 
at the scale of Mw and how fast these points are reached. The 
only definite statement is that at the scale of Mw the couy
lings are closer than at Mx. As was already mentioned by PR 2: 
the fixed point is approached very slowly if the initial va
lue is close to it and is approached quite rapidity otherwise. 
The numerical analysis shows that the values of t in the in
terval • 15.-.30 are reached quite rapidly, when all other 
couplings are small. Similar estimates are valid also for the 
Higgs coupling. ,Hence we have approximately 200% uncertainty 
from above the predicted values. 

Summarizing, in the standard six-quark model with one Higgs 
doublet we predict the values of the masses for the heaviest 
quarK ana ttiggs meson at the scale of 0 ( 100 GeV) to be 

These 
In 

first 
Higgs 
point 

mt =, 7D-160 GeV, op (18) 

mH! '"'' 50-90 GeV. (19) ggs 
values practically coincide with those of PR. 
the case when there are other generations beyond the 
three ones, which acquire their masses due to the same 
doublet, we will have the following IR stable fixed 

solution (ignoring g and g' ) 

2_ ,1._.!. 2 . 
g t - ( 9 n / g Q c D ' 1 .. 1, 2 , •••• ,n r (20) 

for the Yukawa couplings and 

g2 
A•h1(.&.Dr+5)2 +~(..!nr -3)2 - (..tn +5)]-~ (21) 

3 nr 3 3 r 4 
for the Higgs coupling. It differs from the values obtained 
in 181 for Dr =8. As we have already mentioned, in paper /8/ the 
saddlepoints are exploited. 
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From eqs. (20), (21) it follows that with Dr increasing, 
the IR values of the couplings, and hence masses, also increa
se. It will not be the case if heavier quarks obtained their 
masses due to other Higgs fields with larger masses. Then 
these heavy particles wjll decouple from lighter ones. 

A further comment concerns the behaviour of the mass cor
responding to a symmetric IR point. Combining eqs. (1-2) with 
the equation for the vacuum expectation value 

16112iY.., • .v[-:lg2+ ..3..(3g2+g'2)], 
df n n 4 

(22) 

we get in the case when u-d = c., s .. t = b 
and g' terms 

and ignoring g 

2 dmsYMM 2 
1611 '=-8g mSYMM df QCD (23) 

Together with eq. (4) this gives 
8/7 (24) 

mSYMM (f )/mSYMM (fo) .. [&gCD(f}/gQCD (fO)]. 

The solution of eqs. (1-4) will tend to this curve in the IR 
region. 

The general conclusion out of all this analysis agrees 
with that of Pendleton and Ross. In any system of equations 
there is an IR stable fixed point solution. The difference is 
that we show that IR stable point corresponds to a symmetric 
poin~ anci aii o~ner iixeci poin~s are saciciie-poin~s. 1nis aoes 
not allow us to predict the quark mass spectra but only gives 
a rough estimate on the mass of the heaviest quark. Another 
possibility arises if we start with some spectra at low energi
es and follow the evolution of masses to the region of grand 
unification. Then we will be interested in ultraviolet fixed 
points which will depend on the details of GUT group. 

I would like to thank D.V.Shirkov and A.V.Radyushkin for 
useful discussions. 
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Ka3aKoa A.M. KpHTH4ecKoe 3aMe4aHHe o npeAcKa3aHHRX Mace KaapKoa 
Ha OCHOBe $HKCHPOBaHH~X T04eK ypaaHeHH~ peHOpMrpynn~ 

E2-82-4 

KpHTH4eCKH aHanH3Hpy~TCR apryMeHT~ neHAnbTOHa H Pocca, CBR3~aa~~HX MaCCbl 
KaapKOB C HH$paKpaCH~MH $1'1KCHPOBaHHbiMH T04KaMH ypaaHeHHH peHOpMrpynnbl. Haii
AeHbl BCe $HKCHpOBaHHble T04KH H OOKa3aHO, 4TO yCT0~4HBaR T04Ka CHMMeTpH4Ha nO 
aceM KaapKaM H ne~HT HH~e peweHHR nP. B 6-KaapKOBO~ MOAenH OHa npHBOAHT 
K npeACKa3aHH~ AnR MaCCbl t -KaapKa mt >... 70 r3B H AnR MaCCbl XHrrOBCKOrO 6030-
Ha mH :;:_51 r38. 

Pa60Ta BblnOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeTH4eCKO~ $H3HKH OMfiM. 

npenpHHT 06oeAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa RAePH~X HCCneAOBaHHH. Ay6Ha 1982 
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The Pendleton and Ross arguments that quark masses may be related by the 
infrared fixed points of the underlying field theory are critically examined 
All fixed points are found, and it is shown that the infrared stable point 
is symmetrical in quark masses and 1 ies lower than the PR solution. For the 
6-quark model we predict the top quark mass mt:;:. 70 GeV and the Higgs mass 
mH 2: 51 GeV. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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